
 
 
Present Pal: Example Justification 
 
(STUDENT X) has informed me that (COURSE Y) will require them to present to their               
classmates frequently during their time at (UNIVERSITY Z). Presentations are a crucial aspect             
of their course and will contribute to graded assessments and the completion of learning              
outcomes. 
 
What is Present Pal?  
Present Pal is a presentation support software which acts like a set of interactive flashcards on                
a smartphone/tablet, integrating fully with Microsoft PowerPoint. Present Pal has various           
expert-advised features such as 3-5 bullet points per flashcard, magnified scrolling and pop up              
bubbles which have been tailored to the needs of individuals with SpLDs and anxiety. Users can                
also personalise Present Pal to suit their individual needs by choosing from scientifically proven              
colour overlays and accessible fonts to reduce their visual stress whilst presenting. 
 
Presentation Statistics 

● 93% of HE courses require students to present. 
● 86% of students with SpLDs feel uncomfortable presenting in front of their peers. 
● 82% of students said that presentations have induced feelings of anxiety and panic and              

stress.  
● 92% of users agree Present Pal is the best way for them to present.  

 
How is Present Pal different to PowerPoint and why can’t PowerPoint provide the             
necessary support? 

● PowerPoint is a presentation application which focuses on content creation and design,            
there are currently no add-in tools which assist the presenter with the actual delivery of               
their presentations.  

● Notes can be viewed within PowerPoint via “presenter mode”, however this is not             
displayed in an accessible manner. PowerPoint ‘notes’ can be viewed as a small section              
on the computer monitor but are no different to a script - where the text is small and                  
difficult to read. The student may find themselves struggling to read these notes and              
losing their place. This also requires the presenter to stand behind the computer, where              
they may attempt to read their presentation word-for-word rather than engaging with their             
audience.  

● Present Pal is currently being funded by Microsoft’s AI for Accessibility programme in             
order to make PowerPoint more accessible for people with disabilities. Present Pal is             
therefore considered as an add-in tool which will improve the current user experience of              
PowerPoint through inclusive design. https://news.microsoft.com/en-gb/?p=73524  

● Present Pal can also be used ‘offline’ which will be useful for (STUDENT X) when they                
are presenting without digital slides. For example, (STUDENT X) may be required to             
complete ‘poster presentations’ as part of a graded assessment whereby the creation of             
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notes is essential to allow them to effectively communicate their ideas. Likewise in the              
Q&As following presentations they will be expected to recall information which they            
cannot store effectively in standard cue cards - such as graphs and diagrams. 

 
How is it different to current university adjustments for presentations?  

● Current reasonable adjustments for presentations include presenting one on one with           
the lecturer (not in classroom hours) or recording the presentation into an audio device              
and playing it back to classmates. Both options exclude the student from their             
classmates and highlight their disability. 

● Whilst we encourage the student to attend the various extracurricular presentation           
support services offered by their university such as presentation skills workshops, the            
knowledge acquired within these classes will not provide the student with adequate            
support during the actual delivery of their presentation. 

● Universities/Colleges encourage the creation of cue cards, however (STUDENT X) has           
(DISABILITY Y) which will affect their ability to effectively create or read from these              
notes. (STUDENT X) is also likely to struggle to memorise sentences and key phrases              
due to working memory difficulties. They may require a safety net to recall this              
information effectively when presenting. 

● Universities/Colleges advise “quick glances at cue cards”, which is likely to overwhelm            
(STUDENT X) when looking between the audience and their notes. This could lead to               
additional stress, lack of time management and the student losing their place.  

● The assessment and feedback of presentations will most likely take into consideration            
the student’s time-keeping abilities. (STUDENT X) may require additional support to           
assist time management skills, however keeping track of a slideshow, cue cards and a              
timing device will force more unnecessary stress in a nerve-wracking situation. 

 
Present Pal - Disability related justification 
ADHD 

● (STUDENT X) has ADHD and experiences difficulties when trying to concentrate. The            
key trigger word allows the student to focus on one bullet at a time and if they get                  
distracted, they can easily find their place again.  

● The bullet scroll breaks down (STUDENT X)’s presentation script into bitesize chunks of             
information, meaning that the student only needs to focus on one bullet point or key               
trigger word at a time. This will allow the student to retain focus and keep their place. 

● Pop up bubbles provide a safety net which stores extra information and images that the               
presenter may otherwise forget during their presentation. (STUDENT X) can recall these            
at any time should they lose their place. 

● To track the timing of a presentation, the presentation stopwatch counts upwards to             
reduce stress and to help the user keep track of their timing. With many graded               
presentations being timed by lecturers, this feature will enhance (STUDENT X)’s time            
management skills.  
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● Present Pal notes are organised in a uniform, accessible format which will help             

(STUDENT X)’s planning and organisation skills due to their ADHD. 
 
Anxiety and/or depression 

● Key line focus will allow (STUDENT X) to keep their place and not worry they are getting                 
lost in their presentation. 

● Pop up bubbles provide a safety net to store extra information and images should the               
student need it. This feature will comfort (STUDENT X) if they become overwhelmed             
standing in front of a room full of their peers.  

● Integration with Microsoft PowerPoint allows Present Pal to act as a clicker which             
seamlessly controls the student’s slides. This eliminates the stress of having to control             
more than one technological device at any given time. 

● To track the timing of a presentation, the presentation stopwatch counts upwards to             
reduce stress and to help the user keep track of their timing. With many graded               
presentations being timed by lecturers, this feature will stop the student from worrying             
about running out of time.  

 
Autism 

● (STUDENT X) has Autism and tends to use a linear model of thinking, struggling to               
instinctively expand on topics. Traditional cue cards only accentuate the linear nature of             
presenting bullet by bullet, slide by slide. Present Pal’s pop up bubbles allow the student               
to store additional information within the bullet points and give cues to expand on points               
more naturally. 

● The ability to store pictures in Present Pal allows (STUDENT X) to use more visual               
stimuli such as diagrams and graphs which would normally be difficult to create in small,               
cue card format. 

● To track the timing of a presentation, the presentation stopwatch counts upwards to             
reduce stress and to help the user keep track of their timing. With many graded               
presentations being timed by lecturers, this feature will enhance (STUDENT X)’s time            
management skills.  

 
Dysgraphia 

● (STUDENT X) has dysgraphia, which affects their ability to write effective cue card notes              
and scripts. Present Pal will help them to overcome their writing issues by using their               
smartphone or tablet to type up their notes. Present Pal has various accessible fonts and               
scientifically proven colour overlays which will also contribute to improving the student’s            
ability to create efficient presentation notes. 
 

Dyslexia 
● There are no more than 3-5 key bullet points on the screen at once, breaking down the                 

information of a script. Research has found that individuals with dyslexia have a limited              
capacity to store information in their working memory and this is the recommended             
optimum amount of information. 
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● To further support the working memory of individuals with dyslexa, pop up bubbles             

provide a safety net which stores extra information and images that the presenter may              
otherwise have forgotten. (STUDENT X) can recall these at any time during their             
presentation.  

● Users can personalise Present Pal by choosing from scientifically proven overlay colours            
and fonts. Overlay colours are proven to significantly improve reading speed and comfort             
and fonts such as Open Dyslexic were specifically designed to ease reading difficulties             
for people with SpLDs.  

● To track the timing of a presentation, the presentation stopwatch counts upwards to             
reduce stress and to help the user keep track of their timing. With many graded               
presentations being timed by lecturers, this feature will stop the student from worrying             
about running out of time.  

● As (STUDENT X) has dyslexia, they prefer to process information in a non-linear way.              
The linear nature of traditional cue cards can be uncomfortable, whereas Present Pal’s             
pop up bubbles allow the student to recall additional information in a more comfortable              
fashion. 

 
Dyspraxia 

● Present Pal notes are organised in a uniform, accessible format which will help             
(STUDENT X)’s planning and organisation skills due to their dyspraxia. 

● (STUDENT X) has dyspraxia which affects their coordination and movement. As Present            
Pal integrates with Microsoft PowerPoint, the student can control their slides at the same              
time as accessing their notes which eliminates the need to control multiple devices at              
once.  
 

Physical Impairment 
● (STUDENT X) has a physical disability which limits their upper limb movement and             

dexterity, making presentation scripts and cue cards difficult to manage. Present Pal can             
be used on a smartphone or tablet device which can be fixed to a surface, enabling the                 
student to perform a  ‘swiping’ motion between bullet points.  

● (STUDENT X) has a physical disability which limits their head and neck movement.             
Integration with Microsoft PowerPoint allows Present Pal to act as a clicker which             
seamlessly controls the student’s slides, eliminating the stress of having to control more             
than one technological device at any given time. This eliminates the need to switch              
focus/gaze from the device, to the projection, and back to the audience.  
 

Working Memory Problems  and/or Brain Trauma 
● There are no more than 3-5 key bullet points on the screen at once, breaking down the                 

information of a script. Research has found that individuals with working memory            
problems have a limited capacity to store information and so this the recommended             
optimum amount of information to be exposed to at any one time.  
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● To further support the working memory, pop up bubbles provide a safety net which              

stores extra information and images that the presenter may otherwise have forgotten.            
(STUDENT X) can recall these at any time during their presentation.  
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